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MULTI-TEV COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS
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Galactic Cosmic Ray Electrons

Current and past electron detectors, typically flown by high 
altitude balloons, have been limited in their ability to study 
high energy electrons in the local cosmic-ray flux by their 
short exposure times and small apertures.

To date, no measurements have been made at energies 
greater than a few TeV 

Detection of high-energy electrons would be extremely 
significant, yielding information about the spatial distribution 
of nearby cosmic ray sources.
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e.g. Vela Jr. (d ~ 0.9 kpc),
     gamma-ray up to E~20 TeV

e.g. Geminga (d ~ 0.3 kpc),
     gamma-ray map @ E~35 TeV

MULTI-TEV COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS

Multi-TeV region - potential for studying
local cosmic accelerators(d<1kpc) is greatest but largely unexplored.

Measurements difficult - low flux + large (proton) background

Contribution from SNRs depends
on various parameters:

e.g., diffusion coefficient,
release time, energy cutoff;
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TEV ELECTRON DETECTION WITH

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
 
Proposed by Prilutskii (1972) and Stephens & Balasubrahmanyan (1983)

Detect synchrotron radiation of primary electron as it passes through Earth’s magnetic field.
Signal: co-linear, simultaneous X-ray hits
in the detector (energy range between 30 keV to few tens of MeV)

Advantage:

- Increase of the effective area
of the instrument.
- Protons do not produce
synchrotron radiation

Challenges:

- Rejection of large
background

Large Proton Rejection 

Large Acceptance
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SIGNAL AND BACKGROUNDS
 

Signal: Electron events appear as a line of photons arriving
        nearly simultaneously
•Mean photon energy related to primary electron energy: 
•Strong atmospheric absorption below ~30keV;
•Effective ~2 TeV threshold

Backgrounds:
•Random singles coincidences

(cosmic and CR shower x-ray
photons and large charged
particle flux);

•Interactions in the detector
and frame;

•Requires 4π, efficient
discrimination against charged
particles and fast timing.

Synchrotron Photons 

Brem Photons 

10 TeV Electron Simulation 

Signal in detector is the overlap of photon 
distribution and 2.4m x 2.7m sensitive area
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COSMIC-RAY ELECTRON SYNCHROTRON TELESCOPE
Crystal array

• 1024 shielded BaF2 crystals with 2” PMT readout
• Photon energies from  ~ 40keV to ~ 30 MeV
• 1 nsec timing resolution, 12% energy resolution at 511 keV

Veto Shield
99% hermetic thin plastic scintillator with embedded wavelength shifting fiber readout

Custom DAQ
Pipelined data stream; assembles ‘events’ on the fly;
3-fold or greater coincidence, in 100 ns window;
Pre-scaled events for calibration

View of one crystal channel
Detector area ~6.4 m2 
~2.0 m2 in crystals only

2.70 m
2.37 m
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CREST MODULAR STRUCTURE

plastic scintillator shield 

BaF2 crystals
w/ PMT and CW base

Aluminum channel

Foam
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COSMIC-RAY ELECTRON SYNCHROTRON TELESCOPE

2.70 m
2.37 m

Electron 
path 

Photons 
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CREST FLIGHT
Long duration balloon flight at Antarctica during 2011/2012 season
Total ~ 10 days of flight time 

Launched on December 25th, 2011                       Termination on January 5th, 2012

Flight Path

Launch

Landing
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CREST FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
Average grammage : 7.58 g/cm2

Three configurations during the flight
Calibration during the flight showed stable timing and energy resolution

511 keV line

σ ~ 1 nsec

FWHM 11.8%

Calibrations with 137Cs 

FWHM 
~ 13% 

Ground data 

511 keV line
resolution agrees
with ground
calibrations.

Crystal to veto
time difference
(ns)
 
1 GHz system 
clock
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

Massive simulation effort to understand background events:

Three step process:

Signal generator – tracks 
VHE electrons through 
Earth’s magnetic field 
and atmosphere, 
creating synchrotron and 
bremsstrahlung photons;

Background generator – 
creates primary and 
secondary atmospheric 
fluxes;

CREST instrument 
simulation – identifies 
synchrotron-like events 
(mostly background 
events) and tracks 
them through CREST 
detector;

CREST instrument 
efficiencies – adds 
measured instrument 
efficiencies.

1.2x106 CPU-hours to 
simulate 50 days of 
background events

All simulations GEANT 4 based

NMSISE atmosphere in 20 mg/cm2 
layers; round Earth; WMM 
magnetic field for McMurdo.

Background modeled with 
GLAST/Fermi atmospheric fluxes; 
see Mizuno, T. et al., ApJ 614, 
1113 (2004).
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ANALYSIS
Instrumental signature of an (ideal) synchrotron event:

Set of co-linear, simultaneous crystal hits with no activity in the veto system

- Extract corrected timing and energy deposits from crystals and vetoes;
- Geometry: identify clusters of crystals;

Compton scattering of a single photon can cause 
multiple crystal hits (Pb shields around crystals/PMTs to mitigate this);

- Organize by cluster

 For each cut, data/MC consistency verified

Flight event, no veto activity 

MC/data comparison: event extend
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Towards 
center 

Out 
from 
center 

No preferred 
direction 

Flight data 
Simulated 10 TeV electron 

signal events 

Background: time sequenced hits 
Red: Monte Carlo simulation 

Signal (MC): photons hit detector 
simultaneously 

Any electron-induced synchrotron events would be in a small excess  
of data over MC; perhaps a handful of events in a 10 day flight? 
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RESULTS
Final signal/background 
discrimination :
Using propagation
velocity of hits

Signal : peaks at zero
Background : peaks at 
speed of light

Preliminary upper limit 
With E-3 electron spectrum: Flux <  7.11 × 10-3 m-2 sr-1 s-1 

(with 90% confidence level for E > 15 TeV)

For half-detector configuration
data 

background simulation  
electron simulation
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CREST demonstrates that the synchrotron method can 
provide large effective area.

However, high background levels required strict cuts 
at the expense of signal efficiency .
 

- Correlated hits from interacting gammas were
  particularly hard to reject
- Small residual veto inefficiency during the flight

Lessons learned

Success of method depends on high Q-factor cuts
Advantages of going to space (Reduced secondary
particle intensity)

Instrumentation improvements

-  Better timing resolution with
   larger detector
- 100% hermetic veto system

Physical size of the detector  
(GF = 18.1 m2sr)

CREST effective area for triggered events
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SUMMARY

CREST was designed to measure very high energy electrons with 
geo-synchrotron radiations on balloon platform.

CREST detector achieved 1 nsec timing resolution with 1:1000 
dynamic range of X-ray energy estimation to study the 
simultaneous synchrotron radiations originated from high 
energy electrons. 

CREST had a 10-days of scientific flight at Antarctica in 2011/2012.

Background events were too large to make the method work 
effectively as a balloon experiment.

Extensive simulation studies have been carried out  to understand 
the source of background and signal selection efficiency.

Preliminary upper limit for E>15TeV is presented.
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OTHER EFFORTS

 CALET: Potential for direct electron 
detection in space, up to ~20 TeV; 
launch to ISS August 2015.

 Also: ISS-CREAM 2014 (optimized 
for hadrons, but sensitive to 
electrons);

 Also PAMELA, Fermi-LAT, HESS, 
AMS,  VERITAS(?).

ISS-JEM 

CALET ISS-CREAM
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Modulation of acceptance with longitude. 

Unusually high solar activity in flight (POES 
auroral activity monitor)...  
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